
ELP ONLINE VIDEOSELP ONLINE VIDEOS
Pre-recorded and ready when you are!
Workshops for rent, or membership available for only $10 per month per person.

7 part video series
exploring the
background, concept
and construction of
Learning Stories.

Free to view

An opportunity to
explore what progress
looks like within the
context of our socio-
cultural curriculum

2 hours: $30.00

Is it possible to write
empowering Learning
Stories contained
inside the margins of
one page?

1.5 hours: $30.00

1.45 hours: $30.00

Portfolios are an ideal
opportunity to make
learning progress
visible not only to
mokopuna, but to the
wider whānau and
kaiako.

1.45 hours: $30.00

Language gives us
identity; identity gives
us power; with
empowerment
language can be
protected.

Learning Stories are a
powerful tool to support
positive learner
identities, they also
illuminate our contexts
and relationships.1.45 hours $30.00

Hear from Principal,
Tara O’Neill as she
shares her journey with
Learning Stories in a
School setting. 

1.15 hours $30.00

Learning Stories are a
powerful tool to support
positive learner
identities, they also
illuminate our contexts
and relationships.1.5 hours $30.00

This presentation will
explore how Learning
Stories are used with
adults in multiple
settings.

1 hour $30.00

Gain a deeper
understanding of
curriculum content and
practices related to
mana and kaitiakitanga.

1.20 hours $30.00

 Stories of Interest
(planning stories) is an
approach that
retrospectively
documents group
interests and tells ‘the
big story.’

1.5 hours $30.00

Learning Stories

Deepening &
sharpening the
analysis through
feedback will help to
strengthen & grow the
Learning Stories in
your place.

20 min: $10.00



Includes hardcopy
handbook, suite of videos
and digital examples.
Only $60!

PACKAGE $60.00

The wellbeing of each
child is interdependent
with the wellbeing of
their kaiako, parents
and whānau.

1 hour $30.00

Reawaken your love for
this profession and remind
the world just how
awesome Early Childhood
Teaching is!

2 hours $30.00

Fostering a positive
attitude helps us to lift
our gaze to the richness
of being a Te Whāriki-
grounded centre.

1.5 hours $30.00

Internal Evaluation package

Wellbeing
Free to view

1.20 hours $30.00

Environments

The diverse threads of
learning kaiako and
tamariki at Greerton ELC
embark on every time
seatbelts are buckled in,
ready for adventure.

Are our children
experiencing enough of
the great outdoors?

2 hours: $30.00
Shaking and waking the
third teacher (the
environment) when
responding to children’s
agency, interests and
strengths.1 hour: $30.00

Creating a culture of
inclusion and diversity
to thrive, exploring
new forms of kinship,
which are expansive
and generative.2 hours: $30.00

Exploring the effects of
adventurous play on
children’s image of
themselves as
competent and
confident learners.

This workshop
considers ways Kaiako
intentionally nurture the
brain children will have
for their lifetime.

2 hours: $30.00



A collaboration of how
writing Learning Stories
has impacted our
teacher practice in our
Kindergarten & School.

Free to view

Focus on a sense of
belonging and
wellbeing for individual
tamaiti, inside a
community of learners
who care deeply for
each other.2 hours: $30.00

The principles of
sustainable leadership;
sharing  practical ways
in which this might be
achieved in an early
childhood setting.

1 hour: $30.00

Teachers’ identity
stories of belonging
using teacher identity
portfolios as a
pedagogical tool.

2 hours: $30.00

5 parts: $40.00

Creating opportunities
for mokopuna to
explore and engage in
a range of creative
learning experiences in
your place.

1.45 hours: $30.00

Strengthen & stretch
children’s working
theories, resisting the
temptation to jump to
a seemingly right
answer.

A strong foundation to
ensure that the notions
listed in the NELP are
woven through the
fabric of your setting,

1.20 hours $30.00

Exploring ways to help
kaiako stay connected,
with love underpinning
our assessment and
teaching practices.

1.5 hours $30.00

Exploring Te Ara
Poutama, a guiding
document founded on a
pūrākau Māori about
the origins of
knowledge.1 hour $30.00

Whānau (family)
aspirations, hopes and
dreams.

1.2 hours $30.00

Narrative & teacher
inquiry provide a
foundation for
contextualizing the
writing of Learning
Stories in Spanish and
English. 1.20 hours $30.00

Leadership & Curriculum

What a journey we
have all been on with
our Learning Stories in
Aotearoa, and nothing
exemplifies this more
than Kei tua o te Pa2 hours: $30.00

What if children could
tell you what they
were learning? What if
they could step you
through their thinking
thinking...2 hours: $30.00

20 min: $10.00

Explore ways to show
regard for the NELP in
your Internal Evaluation
process.



1 hour $30.00

Exploring Te Ara
Poutama, a guiding
document founded on a
pūrākau Māori about
the origins of
knowledge.

1.40 hours $30.00

How the whakapapa of
our education system
continues to impact our
role as kaiako in ECE
today.

Series of Waiata videos.
All free to view and
share

Free to view

The evolution of culturally-
responsive practice at
Intercultural Child and
Family Centre’s two
locations.1 hr Free to view

Planning curriculum
around learning that is
rooted in the unique
history, environment and
culture of a place has
many benefits for
tamariki. 

15 min $10.00

1 hour: $30.00

Only once a child’s
basic needs have been
met that they are then
content to play and
freely explore their
environment.

Laying the foundations
for self regulation and
resilience in infants
and toddlers

1.20 hours: $30.00

Teachers who listen
with their entire being
recognise that our
children’s fondest wish
is to be known.

1.45 hours $30.00

Finding the golden
thread. Infants and
Toddlers are born ready
to make sense of their
world.

Culturally responsive practice

Infants & Toddlers

1.20 hours: $30.00

1.5 hours $30.00

As we contribute to the
survival of our people,
our roles and
responsibilities as Māori
are specific and
defined. 

2 hours: $30.00

Look at how
environment and
kaiako practice play a
part in the infant’s and
the toddler’s growing
agency.

2 hours: $30.00

Learning Dispositions
such as curiosity,
creativity, problem-
solving, courage etc are
vital habits of mind that
support learners
succeed.

2 hours: $30.00

Wrapping assessment
in a Te Ao Māori cloak
of wisdom and learning
dispositions


